
Resilient Ministry Theme Four: Marriage and Family 
 

 

“Mawage, that bwessed awangement, that dweam wiffin a dweam.” (The Princess Bride, 1987) 

 

Any “Princess Bride” fan will recognize that immortal and mispronounced quote, one that makes us pause as we 

consider the next theme from Resilient Ministry: Marriage and Family. To many of us marriage started as a 

“dream within a dream,” something we come into with huge expectations but no real understanding. My wife 

and I often refer to us at the start of our marriage as “a couple of dumb kids.” Into this mix add the stuff of 

ministry and things get really interesting really fast. In Resilient Ministry Burns, Chapman and Guthrie identify 

five stressors that can affect the pastor/spouse relationship:  

 The “Normal” Pressures of Marriage and Family Life 

 The Nature of Ministry: Always Being on the Job 

 The Conflicting Loyalties of Church and Home 

 Abandonment from Always Being on the Job 

 The Need of Ministry Spouses for Confidants  

 

    For the sake of space and because of its underlying nature we will be focusing on the conflicting loyalties of 

church and home in this article. Conflicting loyalties are just that, conflicting, hearts pulled in different 

directions by the demands of family and ministry. This tension can lead to unhealthy responses. Some pastors 

rationalize the neglect of the marriage while the wives speak of the church as “the other woman.” These 

conditions manifest themselves in three main ways: 

 “Things will change” when the next big goal (membership, budget, evangelism, etc…) is reached. 

 The “Martyr Mindset,” sacrificing all for the Kingdom, doing the “Lord’s Work.” 

 The “Pendulum Pastor,” neglecting family or neglecting the church, with either extreme wrong. 

 

    How do we deal with this tension between ministry and family? The authors make six suggestions: 

 Recognize the Strategic Role of the Ministry Spouse: Accept the spouse as a ministry partner and 

learn from them. Identify and draw on their gift and personality mix. 

 Form a Ministry Partnership with Your Spouse: This takes careful, ongoing discussion of gifting, 

interests, boundaries, expectations, family needs and life stage, but it can be done and works well.  

 Identify and Manage Congregational Expectations: What does the Body expect from the pastor and 

his wife? Name those expectations and decide if they are reasonable, harmless, unreasonable or even 

dangerous. Plan together how to address those expectations and how to not conform to this external 

pressure. 

 Disappoint Others: Jesus often disappointed people holding unrealistic, selfish expectations and it was 

OK. So can you. This can take a great deal of differentiation, the ability to not become enmeshed in 

the unrealistic disappointments of other, and a great deal of security in Christ. 

 Manage Dual Relationships: How well do you identify the multiple roles we all have in the lives of 

others: ie. You might be pastor, elder, and friend to the same person.  How do we carefully navigate 

and communicate through the interactions and expectations these different roles bring to the table?  

 Support Spouse in Spiritual Development: Don’t forget to shepherd those closest to you: Eph 5:25-30, 

1 Pet. 3:7. Pray with them, gift them with time to practice spiritual disciplines and reflect on the Word.  

 

This may seem like a daunting list, so just pick one and move in that direction together, because together is how 

we should be in life and ministry.  And who knows, the “dream within a dream” may just happen yet.  
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